The Great Green Leap - - - Backwards
The Green Virus is on a rising curve in the Anglo-Sphere.
Boris, Biden, Kerry, Trudeau, Arden and Australia’s Morrison are all competing to be
the first to destroy all industries reliant on coal, cattle, petrol and diesel. Hydrogen,
solar, wind, pumped hydro, bio-fuels, carbon cemeteries and batteries are hyped
everywhere, especially in academia, Hollywood, most media and the bureaucracies.
Big business is widely supportive – they see big profits in supplying metals for this
Green Revolution and mining more coal to power Carbon Capture plants.
The forlorn hope is that if we spend enough money on green indulgence payments it
will end floods, fires, droughts, cyclones and “super-storms”.
These green shackles will certainly cool the economy, but we should hope they do
not cool the climate. When natural cyclic cooling sends Arctic ice sheets marching
south again, and Chicago, Moscow, Berlin and London are threatened, people living
near a nuclear power station or an operating coal mine will be the lucky ones. And
no one will waste food crops to produce bio-diesel.

Earth in the Last Ice Age, 20,000 years ago
From: The Inconvenient Skeptic, by John Kehr, 2011.
To download this article with all images click:
https://saltbushclub.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/green-suicide.pdf
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We cannot afford to fight the Covid Virus and the Green Virus at the same time.
Without more reliable energy like nuclear power or massive hydro-electric schemes,
this Green War on hydro-carbons must bring shortages and rationing. Still nights
followed by windless cloudy days will see cities or states blacked out, electric
vehicles stranded, old people shivering and panic buying in super-markets.
The 2016 Paris Climate Agreement was history’s longest suicide note.

Viv Forbes
Washpool Qld, Australia.
21 December 2020

Related Reading:
It is not just the Anglo-sphere – Germany too is headed for third world status:
https://saltbushclub.com/2020/12/19/germany-as-third-world-country/
Geo-engineers inch closer to Sun-dimming balloon test:
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/12/geoengineers-inch-closer-sun-dimming-balloon-test
Exposing the Electric Vehicle fantasy and its real cost:
https://blog.friendsofscience.org/2020/12/19/exposing-the-ev-fantasy-the-real-cost-of-evs/
Low wind and loss of one generator at Liddell Power station, threatens blackouts:
https://catallaxyfiles.com/2020/12/20/trouble-at-mill-generator-down-at-liddell-power-station-low-wind/
US Navy looking for Bio-fuels:
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=17271
Royal Airforce to run on Bio-fuels:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/sustainable-fuels-to-power-raf-jets
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2020/12/16/british-airforce-to-modify-f-35s-typhoons-and-wildcat-choppers-to-run-onbiofuel/
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